Tuesday, November 18, 2014

2:14 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" Israel vows tough response in
killing of 4 rabbis, 3 of them Americans... WW III
11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" God... Greg + Mary B. vows Legal
Polygamous Marriage contract vow to "Discover How Gravity
is Generated + Brainstorm with all the Aliens at the nearest
52 Stars once NASA has World Domination, Conquest!
Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H @ -254 C
and $1 Trillion confiscated from BP Oil will help signal
other platelets to aggregate! Severe bleeding is still difficult
to control since there are simply too few platelets to
aggregate quickly enough to plug the wound. Hemingway
saved Pauline's life here! Writing Classes at Hemingway
House today on Todays Web as a Novel by midnight written
by everyone in the Hemingway House Writing Class would
save her life tomorrow. Stay out of the Sun Mary... in Key
West, grin! Reinvent sunlight when we don't have all its parts
down pat, this is what GoogleInvent is for when Google gets
bored of Google Glasses!
11-18-14 "Laser Guided Cars track your eye Motion for their
Motion Detection" Below state of the arts for the Surgeon,
Navy Fighter Pilot in Key West and 4 Billion drivers world
wide... surgeons will lose money on fiery car wrecks and car
wrecks as all this High Tech for surgeons and Jet Pilots will
be in the 2015 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort as the
Coup... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will shut down the gasoline
cars assembly line on Day 1 of the Revolution.
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11-18-14 "Laser Guided Cars track your eye Motion for their
Motion Detection" Tobii Technologies, a Swedish company
that makes eye trackers, and ESINOMED, a German firm that
makes clinical displays, partnered to create their own touchfree controller specifically designed for surgeons.
11-18-14 "Laser Guided Cars track your eye Motion for their
Motion Detection" The EyeSeeMed system does not require eye tracking glasses to be worn, but instead detects where the
eyes are pointing using remote cameras. Looking at specific
buttons on the screen for a few seconds works like a click to
select that option, while other basic head motions, like
tilting left and right, can be used to navigate through
radiological images.

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" The Theory Of Everything Felicity
Jones and Eddie Redmayne star in "The Theory Of
Everything," directed by James Marsh. “The Theory of
Everything” is a film about the life and loves of Stephen
Hawking, the renowned physicist and cosmologist who wrote
“A Brief History of Time.”
11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" 777 Trillion Galaxies, if they
believed in God before we counted this many Galaxies, then
they absolutely believe in God!

11-18-14 Stephen Hawking, the renowned physicist and
cosmologist who wrote “A Brief History of Time.” said there is
no God... stupid criminal or BP Oil got to him with a $777
Trillion dollar bribe, grin!
11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" "Coal" from the Upper Class... "Joy"
perfume, "Rx Joy" Perfumes from MD discoveries!
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11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" "Joy's Wives" "Joy's MD Wives" Joy's
essence lies in its exquisite original formula, which combines
the delicate sensuality of over 10,000 jasmine flowers and the
rich elegance of 28 dozen Bulgarian roses to make just one
ounce of Joy perfume. These exquisite natural ingredients
make Joy a symbol of luxury and sophistication. Joy... she'll
forget you forgot. By Jean Patou; made in France
11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" "Joy's MD Wives" Joy's essence lies in
thinking up the Invention Project to cure MS with Rx Joy
Perfume. Cure 1,001 MS diseases with your "Essence to find
Invention Projects!!"
11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" "Joy's MD Wives" Jean Patou 1000 is
for a women's Invention Projects Passion with "Greg's 24/7
Brainstorming the fragrance" smell his + her Brain lite up
on the MRI on our # 1 IP Breast Cancer Cure, put it in the
H2O, in the Launch of a Miracle Godsent Cure, war + crime is
next perfume!

Hawking has a motor neuron disease related to amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS), a condition that has progressed over
the years. He is almost entirely paralysed and communicates
through a speech-generating device. He married twice and
has three children. Hawking's marriage had been strained
for many years. Jane felt overwhelmed by the intrusion into
their family life of the required nurses and assistants. The
impact of his celebrity was challenging for colleagues and
family members, and in one interview Jane described her
role as "simply to tell him that he's not God."

Hawking's views of religion also contrasted with her strong
Christian faith, and resulted in tension. In the late 1980s
Hawking had grown close to one of his nurses, Elaine Mason,
to the dismay of some colleagues, caregivers and family
members who were disturbed by her strength of personality
and protectiveness.
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Hawking told Jane that he was leaving her for Mason, and
departed the family home in February 1990. Following his
divorce from Jane in the spring. In 2006 Hawking and
Elaine quietly divorced,following which Hawking resumed
closer relationships with Jane, his children and
grandchildren.

Reflecting this happier period, a revised version of Jane's
book called Travelling to Infinity, My Life with Stephen
appeared in 2007.

That year Hawking and his daughter Lucy published
George's Secret Key to the Universe, a children's book
designed to explain theoretical physics in an accessible
fashion and featuring characters similar to those in the
Hawking family.

The book was followed by sequels in 2009 and 2011. Also in
August 2014, Hawking accepted the Ice Bucket Challenge to
promote ALS/MND awareness and raise contributions for
research. As he had had pneumonia in 2013, he was advised
not to have ice poured over him, but his children
volunteered to accept the challenge on his behalf.

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" Launched by the design house of
Jean Patou in 1972, JEAN PATOU 1000 is a women's
fragrance that possesses a blend of a lovely scent of rich,
fresh-cut flowers. It is recommended for romantic wear.When
applying any fragrance please consider that there are
several factors which can affect the natural smell of your
skin and, in turn, the way a scent smells on you. For
instance, your mood, stress level, age, body chemistry, diet,
and current medications may all alter the scents you wear.
Similarly, factor such as dry or oily skin can even affect the
amount of time a fragrance will last after being applied.
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amount of time a fragrance will last after being applied.
Ingredients Notes: Greens, Bergamot, Anjelica, Coriander,
Tarragon, Chinese Osmanthus, Jasmine, Rose, Lily of the
Valley, Violet, Iris, Geranium, Vetiver, Patchouli, Moss,
Sandalwood, Amber, Musk, Civet.

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" "Coal" from the Upper Class in
India, callous "Black Lungs'
11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" "Coal" Palestinians Kill 4 Rabbis in
Jerusalem Synagogue Attack Voice of America
11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" Coal Picture on the front page of
the NY Times Today. Wrote that the Upper Class in India "spit"
on 777 Trillion Galaxies flowing into infinite space that
never ends. Stupid Criminals from India, India Coal and
Manhattan scams, step in front of a car for the insurance
scam. 777 people from India do this every year. Same front
page place on the front page of the NY Times reported this 10
years ago... Bush can do this math. 10X777 = 7,770 few
thousand for each one $$$.
11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" India Coal and Manhattan scams,
step in front of a car for the insurance scam.
11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" Four people were killed while
worshiping in a synagogue in an ultra-Orthodox
neighborhood in West Jerusalem on Tuesday. Police said the
two Palestinian attackers were killed Two militants storm
Jerusalem synagogue with meat cleavers and a gun, killing
Palestinians Kill 4 Rabbis in Jerusalem Synagogue Attack
Voice of America
11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" Coal is sold at the Jewish owned
Shorty's in Key West. Shorty's STAFF Spits at everyone
"Downwind" + towering over the Jewish Mafia. Even God.
Buying + selling of Organs. While worshiping in a
synagogue. God has more hidden cameras than the 1984 II
Numb Nuts Dictators!
11-18-14 "Shortys" Coal is sold at the Jewish owned Shorty's
in Key West. Yes they stand out in front on Duval and spit...
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in Key West. Yes they stand out in front on Duval and spit...
at the 155 Story Yale-Paris Medical School built on a Eiffel
Tower Structure and of course the Yale-Gaza Medical School.
Black Lung Plague on the Jews. Kosher. STAFF who is the
owner?
11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" War Criminals, the 155 Story Eiffel
Tower Medical School
11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" Worlds Tallest Structure, The Burj
Khalifa in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. The world's tallest
man-made structure is the 829.8 m (2,722 ft) tall Burj
Khalifa in Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" after the illegal buying and selling
of organs for transplant.
11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Many people with hearing loss opt out of using hearing aids
because of their discomfort, poor performance, or simply
compliance. This is probably even more common when the
person is at home and would like to relax and crank up the
TV. Others in the home may not be as hot about hearing the
TV on full volume, a cause for inevitable domestic fights the
world over.

11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" yet they drive down Roosevelt +
Truman as if there were no laws of the Universe! Hemingway
House has a salt water pool, Pauline's BDay Gift for Earnest.
Writing Class Gift!
11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" WHO + UN Administration have a
Infinity Pool full of crude oil, worth $777 Trillion!
11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" of 777 Trillion Galaxies, size
matters! NY Times Push... 24/7 Brainstorming Invention
Projects with Mary B... NY Times pushed this to happen...
Police Vow ‘24/7’ Manhunt in Fatal Subway Push By J. DAVID
GOODMAN NY Times. Headlines to Push Legal Polygamous
Marriage with wives brainstorming 24/7 1,001 invention
projects not pushed by the NY Times Headlines!!
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projects not pushed by the NY Times Headlines!!
11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" of 777 Trillion Galaxies, if they
believed in God before we counted this many Galaxies, then
they absolutely believe in God!

11-17-14 ...The Dead Sea... See... Mary Kennedy helped build
Yale + Harvard nevertheless... all the other Mary's who will
follow in her footsteps can "see" the Yale + Harvard
Administration keeping the status quo until a "Inventor"
comes along and tells them he can with the inspiration of
Mary B. give the Yale + Harvard Administration the "LOST"
ending.

Needing Yale + Harvard Medical School Wives to help us cook
up a Rx Perfume Lobotomy. No need for a "smart watch" to
track them to see if they are following Doctors Orders!

Mom has gout in one big toe, fungus in the other big toe.
Reinvent the "Walker" I said to Mary B. "smart watch" to
track them to see if they are following Doctors Orders!

Orders from Mary can still be heard in the airwaves. Listen...
Mary B. + Mary Kennedy! Telegraph SOS. Key West a food
truck is the out of date SOS. SOS's for Mary B. and Mary
Kennedy will be laser guided 007 fast forward YouTube Video
of this "Day" emailed to the Yale + Harvard Administration.

Yale Medical School MD were the last ones to see... the Sandy
Hook shooter with his mother alive in their office. Final
report by the Administration will be out soon. We can still
heard in the airwaves. Listen... "smart watch" to track them
to see if they are following Doctors Orders!

Hell No We Won't Go and get this mind alternating
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Hell No We Won't Go and get this mind alternating
consciousness-soul Rx filled. We are going to the "Military
Shooting Range" and yes we have fired a 50 caliber bullet, it
feels like it needs to be reinvented like the "Walker" going up
the stairs, coming back down the stairs.

Mary B. + Greg give Yale the Rx to reinvent - have a
invention ready at hand when mom says Hell No I won't get
this mind alternation Rx filled!! Mary got the restraining
order... next day he killed her in the parking lot. This Mary
had no apt with the Sandy Hook MD's and PhD's...

Rx was not filled by the Yale + Harvard Administration. This
report will not be out until after the 1984 II Numb Nuts
Dictators make "contact" with Mary B. + Greg. Time is of the
essence as Mary will be 1 year older or younger or the same
age of Greg 67 on the day after Thanks Giving Day.

Then Mary B. and Greg will fly off to the Saint Jude Childrens
Hospital with "Make a Wish Signs" that read "Mary B. will
inspire greg to get a Miracle Cure" drink and glass of our
reinvented H2O and you can go home to a life and world
that won the war on cancer.

War Between Men + Women will be WON, after or before the
War on Childrens Cancers... 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators
know the time line! Thanks Giving and Mary B. BDay. I tried
to bribe Mary B. with $1 Trillion in Oil Revenues confiscated
by MD Women Coup leaders. $100 for your BDay on a
Walgreens Card... Yes Mary! Love you!

11-17-14 ...Robert Kennedy Jr. + Mary Kennedy built onto
this "Infinity Pool"
11-17-14 ...Infinity Pools Just Married, Mary Kennedy helped
build Yale + Harvard nevertheless Mary was tortured by her
husband into committing suicide.
11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" 1 Trillion "Clones" of Mary have
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11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" 1 Trillion "Clones" of Mary have
been tortured by their husbands into committing suicide.
11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" 1 Trillion "Clones" of Mary will be
tortured by their husbands into committing suicide.
11-17-14 ...Roosevelt + Truman built onto the "Infinity Pool"
as if there were no laws of the Universe!
11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" vision to build this and Whirlpool
Galaxies.
11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" yet they drive down Roosevelt +
Truman as if there were no laws of the Universe!
11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" of 777 Trillion Galaxies, size
matters!
11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" of 777 Trillion Galaxies, if they
believed in God before we counted this many Galaxies, then
they absolutely believe in God!
11-17-14 ...We Today part the Whirlpool Galaxies like Moses
parted The Dead Sea... See... Mary Kennedy helped build Yale
+ Harvard nevertheless the Administration refused to count
her among the 19K murdered last year.
11-17-14 ... 007 November Man, point of the movie is "Is her
life worth saving" the CIA Administration has harder
decisions to make they the Yale + Harvard Administration.
11-17-14 ...well sort of... Yale + Harvard Administration own
51% of BP Oil
11-17-14 ...007 November Man, point of the movie is "Is her
life worth saving" the CIA Administration has harder
decisions to make they the Yale + Harvard Administration.
11-17-14 ...007 November Man at the CIA hasn't gotten
around to the final report, do will start another war over
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues or "Do We save Her Life?"
11-17-14 ...I told Mary B. last night she has to inspire greg to
come up with a way to reinvent an End to War + Crime, Cure
Cancer + Make Contact with Aliens... I think this is what the
CIA Administration is waiting for. Lets give them a Whirl
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CIA Administration is waiting for. Lets give them a Whirl
Pool and Infinity Pool to think about. Thanks Giving is
coming us fast. Mary B. said she will call greg with a
inspirational voice, message. Invent a way to Make Contact!
with 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators who have Alienated 5
billion people from the Start of Star Travels and Yale +
Harvard getting 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year, every year.
the Rx is here, read below. Mary B. and Greg got one for
Mary Kennedy... who at Yale + Harvard Failed, WHO at the
UN failed to cure any of 1 Trillion diseased... diseases! WHO
+ UN Administration have a Infinity Pool full of crude oil,
worth $777 Trillion!

11 16 14 Mary B... High Stakes 155 Story Eiffel Tower Med
School built in NYC + Paris. 25 in Key West!
11 16 14 Mary B... High Stakes $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues!
11 16 14 Mary B... High Stakes 777 Trillion Galaxies
expanding into infinite space right now at thousands of
miles per hour.
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11 16 14 Mary B... High Stakes ElectricWindmillFord Escort.
Please Escort Greg to our 1984 II HQ so we can have that
hour long conversation. Love you!
11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang... I rang
Mary B. left her voice ms Hope your feeling better, Mom at 92
is out of energy - not oil - 155 pages I mailed Mom no energy
to read as gout got her by the toe. Mary B. High Stakes 155
Story Eiffel Tower Med School in NYC + Paris. 25 in Key West. I
will stick my head in the door of Saint Pauls hope to catch
your eye... ElectricWindmillFord Escort and Mary B's
inspiration will get the Cure for Cancer and put a end to gas
station hold ups in Miami were Mary was sucker punched in
2000. Mary B. High Stakes 155 Story Eiffel Tower Med School
in NYC + Paris!!!

11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang... I'm
sitting in my fold up chair outside Starbucks I can see the
White Towers of Saint Pauls. 1984 II Saint Paul Today with
$777 Trillion in oil revenues. 101 Wars over who gets
tomorrows oil revenues of another $777 Trillion. NO
Snowden to leak this.
11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang... NY
Times knows there was a fiery cop car crash to make
Headlines but put another beheading by SISI. 800 fiery cop
cars and SUV's in the 10's of thousands since the 1980
invention of the ElectricWindmillCar and no NY Times
Headlines. I read the front page in Walgreens.

11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang... Mandy
Miles in the Citizen today read her simpler things like 2
kinds of screw drivers, I think she was talking about
"Partners for Life screws" YouTube videos leaked as they will
be after the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!! And the MD women will
have the syphilis and STD's names and pictures of the rich
and famous, what sex disease they have and have given to
others... "Out of Africa Movie" with Anus Cancer death of
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others... "Out of Africa Movie" with Anus Cancer death of
Farrah on the front page of the NY Times!! Really!!
11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang...
HALLIBURTON signalled it was willing to increase its midOctober bid to buy Baker Hughes before going hostile,
according to sources. $777 Trillion in Oil was not enough for
Halliburton... 800 fiery cop car crashes, and Halliburton is
most wanted on FBI list, cop killer!

11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang... LA
PORTE, Texas (AP) - Four workers were killed and one was
injured Saturday during a hazardous chemical leak at a
DuPont industrial plant in suburban Houston, company
officials said.
11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang... Poison
Gasoline Exhaust and Cruise Ship Deiseal atoms in the blood
of Jimmy Carters Grandkids and Greatgrandkids and NY
Times makes 4 dead in leak at DuPont headlines! When we
are in the worst Holocaust II in the history of Earth.
11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang...
InventBook, I told Mary B. she is God's Best Invention!!
Facebook is wasting as many man hours in non-invention
conversations than drunks, gamblers, and OJ... grin!
Football grin! The privacy and security policies of Facebook
ensure that if you lock down your Facebook account you can
prevent any other users from accessing any of your data but
on the other hand there's nothing that Facebook itself can't
access. Facebook prevent others from writing the Hemingway
House Utopian Novel together with a invent project in every
chapter!! InventBook should shut down FaceBook on day one
of the MD Womens Coup! InventSomething with links to get
you started on this web page and you can watch us live get
the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer... put it in the H2O if it works,
Dr. Nancy would say!

11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang...
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11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang...
InventBook... Navy should be feeding all the fish in the
ocean News! Tracking News... Tracking Fishy Behavior, From
Space. The Atlantic - A new program aims to allow anybody
to watch for poachers using satellite imagery and ship
positioning systems. But whether it will actually send illegal
fishing crews to court is an open question.
11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang...
InventBook...
11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang...
InventBook...

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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